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From the Introduction 

 
If it rolls, rocks, fizzes, flames, or foams, it most likely 

came from Pennsylvania. If you can ride it, fly it, kick 

it, wear it, swab it, or walk on it, chances are it was 

invented in the commonwealth. For the past three 

centuries, the commonwealth has been the home of 

inventors, innovators, entrepreneurs, and 

mechanical wizards who have concocted a plethora of procedures, products, 

knickknacks, doohickeys, and gizmos that make life interesting, if not easier. 

  

Societies are often measured by the advances they make in the arts and 

sciences, and Pennsylvanians hold the bragging rights to bringing the United 

States to the forefront of modern civilization. Pennsylvania Firsts wanders 

beyond the city limits of Philadelphia and concentrates on firsts--from the 

autogiro to the Zippo--that originated in such places as Pittsburgh, 

Pottsville, Punxsutawney, and Pithole. 
 

 

IT ALL STARTED HERE 

 
The world's first commercial radio station, KDKA in Pittsburgh, went on the 

air on November 2, 1920, and broadcast the presidential election returns.It 

all began in 1912 when Dr. Frank Conrad, assistant chief engineer at 

Westinghouse in Pittsburgh, built a receiver to hear time signals from the 

Naval Laboratory in Arlington, Virginia. His sole purpose was to win bets on 

the accuracy of his watch. Conrad enjoyed his hobby so much that he built a 

transmitter over his garage in Wilkinsburg, a Pittsburgh suburb, and 

communicated with other ham (amateur) operators across the country. 

 



Bored with ham radio conversation, Conrad decided to play his Victrola (an 

early record player) into the microphone. This delighted other hams, and 

soon the world's first disc jockey had a large following of listeners. When 

people around Pittsburgh learned that they could hear free music on the 

radio, they began to buy radios. The Joseph P. Horne Department Store in 

Pittsburgh sold out its entire inventory of surplus radios from World War I, 

along with the headphones needed to listen to them (these early radios had 

no built-in speakers). 

  

Many of these wartime radios were manufactured by the Westinghouse 

Corporation. Conrad's successful broadcasts gave Westinghouse vice 

president Harry P. Davis an idea: "Let's start our own radio station so we 

can sell more radios." So in October 1920, workmen constructed a shack on 

the roof of the Westinghouse factory in East Pittsburgh. Inside, Conrad and 

fellow engineer Don Little installed a 100-watt transmitter. With the call 

letters KDKA, it became the world's first radio station--and the first to 

broadcast a religious service, baseball game, boxing match, and tennis 

match. 
 

BUBBLE GUM 

 

Walter E. Diemer invented the world's first commercial bubble gum in 

1928 when he was working for the Fleer Corporation in Philadelphia. "It 

was an accident. I was doing something else and ended up with 

something with bubbles," said Diemer in an interview in 1966. "The 

purpose of the experiments was to come up with a chewing gum base that 

we had been buying from another company." 

  

Fleer sold a test batch in a Philadelphia grocery store. The sample sold 

out in one afternoon. Diemer then taught Fleer salesmen how to blow 

bubbles, so they could demonstrate the product when they traveled from 

store to store selling the penny-a-piece gum. Afterwards, bubble 

gum--which traditionally gets its flavor from a mix of wintergreen, 

peppermint, vanilla, and cinnamon--quickly spread around the world. 



 

Almost three-quarters of a century later, Diemer still could not believe 

"all the bubble gum in the world came from my five-pound batch. It's the 

most popular confection in the world." Like the first batch he produced, it 

is also colored pink. "It's the only color I had and it's been the standard 

ever since." 

  

Diemer was born in Philadelphia in 1904 and worked for the Fleer 

Corporation until he retired as senior vice president in 1970, then 

continued on as a member of the board of directors for 10 years. He 

moved to Lancashire Terrace Retirement Village in Lancaster. On January 

9, 1998, at the age of 93, Walter E. Diemer died of congestive heart failure. 

 


